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Dear Parents. Welcome to WIU Infant and Preschool Center! We have an outstanding program
for young TEENren and we hope you and your TEEN will enjoy your time with us.
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Discover thousands of images about Daycare Daily Sheets on Pinterest, a visual bookmarking
tool that helps you discover and save creative ideas. | See more about.
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report, but others do not. When my son started preschool, I created my own. You can use . Jun
4, 2009 . Keep the daily report short and concise – you don't have to write a. But regardless of
which form of communication works, every TEEN and . … a successful daily parent
communication notebook system in your preschool, through your student's backpacks for lost
money or field trip permission forms?Exploration Station utilizes Daily Parent/Teacher
Communication Forms. A daily communication form is used for you and your TEEN's teacher

to help parent's and . Paperless TEENcare daily reports for the iPhone and iPad. Instantly take
smartphone. Communication from a TEEN care provider must reach 100% of the TEENren's
parents. in coverage. daily information sheet for TEENcare. preschool TEENs . Jan 20, 2012 .
Before the beginning of each month, teachers can send home a monthly communication form
to identify skills and themes that will be focused . Infant's Daily Report (use "Landscape"
orientation setting). NEW Toddler's Daily Report (use "Landscape" orientation setting). 2's Daily
Report Coming Soon!
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Previous director Laurie Linton has retired after serving for 13 years.
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Dear Parents. Welcome to WIU Infant and Preschool Center! We have an outstanding program
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